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HCS-2810ES
Hedge Cutter
The HCS-2810ES is a 21.2cc single blade hedge cutter. Lightweight 
and well balanced, it has a range of features that not only produce 
a great finish, but also help the operator to work for longer and be 
more productive 

COOLING AIR INTAKE

FRONT 
EXHAUST 
PIPE

MAINTENANCE HOLE
Easy to move blades 
for grinding

LONG AND THIN 3-EDGED 
CUTTER BLADES
Provide better cutting 
performance

FASTER CUTTER 
SPEED STROKE 
RATE 4670 (1/min)

CAGED 
NEEDLE 

BEARINGS

DEBRIS 
DEFLECTOR

6.3 mm

24 mm
2.4 mm
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 CATEGORY

 Hedge Cutter

 APPLICATION

 Garden and ornamental hedges

 TARGET CUSTOMER

HCS-2810ES 
PROFILE

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a  

two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the 
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals, 

and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind  
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)

Model Displacement Dry  
weight Output Fuel Tank 

Capacity Cutter type Cutting Length Cutter Pitch Cutter Clearance

HCS-2810ES 21.2cc 4.7kg 0.6kW 0.39 litres Single-sided 589mm 35mm Adjustment-free

FEATURES BENEFITS

Premium grade ECHO engine  Increased performance / extended product life / less downtime

Single blade  Cutting in one direction gives a superior long-term finish

589mm cutting length  Reduces over-reaching

Superior exhaust system  Exhaust emissions are directed away from user. This also prevents 
scorching and discolouration of the hedge

Cooling air intake from  
recoil cover  Allows engine to run cooler with no blockages

Laser cut, precision ground  
nickel-plated blades  Long lasting sharpness

3 sharp edges on cutter blade  For sharp and clean finishing

ES Easy Start system  Minimum effort required to start the machine / faster starting

Pro-grade gearcase components  Allows faster cutter speed for clear cut

Vertical fuel filler neck  Enables easier re-fuelling

 Homeowner

 Commercial operator

 Prosumer

 Local authority


